Rotating machines are critical equipment in many processes, and failures in their operation can have serious implications. Consequently, fault detection in rotating machines has been widely investigated. Conventional detection systems include two blocks: feature extraction and classification. These systems are based on manually engineered features (ball pass frequencies, RMS value, kurtosis, crest factor, etc.) and therefore require a high level of human expertise (it is a human who designs and selects the most appropriate set of features to perform the classification). Instead, we propose a system for condition monitoring and fault detection in rotating machines based on a 1-D deep convolutional neural network (1D DCNN), which merges the tasks of feature extraction and classification into a single learning body. The proposed system has been designed for use on a rotating machine with seven possible operating states and it proves to be able to determine the operating condition of the machine almost as accurately as conventional feature-engineered classifiers, but without the need for prior knowledge of the machine. The proposed system has also reported good classification on a bearing fault dataset from another machine, thus demonstrating its capability to monitor the condition of different machines. Finally, the analysis of the features learned by the deep model has revealed valuable and previously unknown machine information, such as the rotational speed of the machine or the number of balls in the bearings. In this way, our results illustrate not only the good performance of CNNs, but also their versatility and the valuable information they could provide about the monitored machine.
Introduction
Detection and diagnosis of faults are useful to optimize and guarantee the safety in the operation of machines, leading to higher productivity and process efficiency, with benefits such as reduced operating costs, longer machine life or improved operating uptime [1] . Bearings are essential components in rotating machines and their failure is one of the most common causes of machinery breakdown [1, 2] . The presence of these elements induces inherent system vibrations, which are generated not only under normal operating conditions but also under fault conditions (external raceway faults, internal raceway faults, rolling element faults, cage faults, imbalances, misalignments, etc.). Vibration analysis is therefore often used to monitor the operation of rotating machines and thus to detect system faults [3, 4] .
Frequency domain analysis is a widely adopted technique [5, 6, 7] for the study of system vibrations. It requires knowledge about the fundamental frequencies of the system and proposes to monitor the amplitude of vibrations at such frequencies in order to detect anoma-cult task, as it requires expertise, prior knowledge of the machine and a strong mathematical basis.
Faced with this situation, there is a growing interest in feature learning [14] . It is an alternative approach to feature engineering, which proposes to learn the representation of discriminative features from raw input data, rather than designing them manually. Principal Components Analysis (PCA) [15] , sparse coding [16] , sigmoid belief networks [17] or auto-encoders [18] have been widely used for this purpose. But these traditional techniques are now being replaced by deep learning models, whose ability to find the best representations of data, known as representation learning [19] , makes them powerful feature extractors. In fact, some deep models have already proven to be able to simplify feature engineering and successfully detect machine faults [20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25] . The real challenge, however, is to completely eliminate feature engineering and it is in this field that Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) [26] stand out.
CNNs have recently become the default standard for deep learning tasks and have demonstrated an outstanding ability to detect patterns in images and signals. They have already been successful in other fields, such as image or voice recognition, and have achieved the best results with a significant performance gap with respect to state-of-the-art techniques [27, 28, 29] . Their ability to detect faults in rotating machines has also been the subject of several studies, but few papers further investigate the features learned by CNN models or the information they might provide about the nature of the machines [30, 31] .
Under such circumstances, this article presents a system for condition monitoring and fault detection in rotating machines based on vibration and current analysis using a 1D DCNN. This system recognizes the condition of the machine, from raw operating data, with a 98% accuracy. Furthermore, we present the convolutional filter learned by the deep model, the study of which reveals key parameters of the machine, such as its rotational speed or the number of balls in the bearings. In addition, to assess this proposal we compare its performance with that of classic methods of fault detection based on manually engineered features (Multi-Layer Perceptron -MLP- [21] , Random Forest Classifier -RFC- [32] , and Support Vector Classifier -SVC- [33] ) and our system proves to be able to determine the state of the machine almost as successfully as traditional classifiers, but without the need for prior knowledge of the machine. Finally, we test the behavior of the proposed system on another rotating machine, where it also reports a good classification (92% accuracy).
In summary, the contributions of this research are as follows: (1) we propose a system for condition monitoring in rotating machines that merges the tasks of feature learning and fault detection; (2) feature learning makes it possible to detect faults without human experience or prior knowledge of the machine and allows the system to be used in the monitoring of another rotating machine; (3) we analyze the features learned by the model and thus provide a priori unknown machine information (as far as we know, this is the pioneering work applied to this purpose).
The rest of this document is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the concepts of feature engineering and feature learning, as well as the basic theory of deep convolutional neural networks. Section 3 presents the working dataset and describes the architecture of the proposed CNN model. The results of the model are shown in Section 4. Finally, the conclusions are set out in Section 5.
Related literature

Feature engineering
Bearing faults are the most frequent in rotating machines and also the most difficult to detect but, when detected early, they are the least expensive to repair [34] . In this context, machine learning algorithms are commonly used, as they can detect faults efficiently and automatically, based on a set of representative features of the machine. Features are extracted from raw machine operating data (typically, currents and vibrations, which are variables with a great deal of information about machine condition) and it is an expert, with expertise and prior knowledge about the machine, who decides which is the most appropriate set of features to extract [6] . They are therefore called manually engineered features.
Windowing is a widely used technique [35] in the feature extraction phase. According to it, data is split into windows, with or without overlap, and features are calculated for each window. In this context, RMS value [36] , kurtosis [37] and crest factor [37] have proved to be useful in the detection of bearing faults. They are calculated according to equations (1)- (3), where x is a vector of samples in a window, and and respectively denote the mean and standard deviation of x.
The monitoring of frequency features, like vibration amplitude at fault frequencies, also provides good results. When both bearing geometry and shaft speed are available (Fig. 1) , these frequencies can be calculated according to the equations below (4)-(7) [38] .
In (4) and (5) we observe the Inner (BPFI) and Outer (BPFO) Ball Pass Frequencies, which are related to defects in the inner and outer track of the bearing, respectively. These equations require some knowledge of the machine:
(shaft speed), (pitch diameter), (ball diameter) and (number of balls in the bearing). Alternatively, if and are unknown, (4), (5) can be replaced by the experimental equations (6), (7) [2].
The above mentioned features are the most commonly used in the literature, but many more can be extracted from operating data (fundamental train frequency, ball pass frequency, skewness, shape factor, clearance factor, impulse indicator, etc.). It still requires a human expert to decide which are the most suitable for each problem. Machine learning algorithms are then fed with these features and, based on them, they monitor the condition of rotating machines in order to detect faults. Algorithms such as Support Vector Machines (SVMs), Decision Trees (DTs) or Multi-Layer Perceptrons (MLPs) have already proven their success in this field [21, 39, 40] .
In short, the combination of feature engineering and machine learning algorithms results in useful condition monitoring tools that accurately detect different types of faults. However, these tools cannot be easily reused (they are highly problem-dependent) and their performances worsen when systems are complex or several faults occur simultaneously (detection becomes difficult [41] ). Therefore, there is a need for more advanced analysis techniques, such as feature learning.
Feature learning
While in feature engineering features are designed and selected by experts, feature learning is about learning the transformation of raw data that leads to an optimal representation for the task to be performed. Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 illustrate these two approaches.
As shown in Fig. 2 , in the feature engineering approach it is an expert who extracts the features of interest from the raw input data . These are then used to train a classification algorithm ( ) that returns the condition of the input data. The role of the Machine Learning (ML) algorithm is to learn the optimal parameters for the classification task.
The feature learning approach (Fig. 3) proposes to learn as well the transformation ( ) of the raw input data that produces a suitable representation for the classification task ( ). Therefore, in this case, the ML algorithm covers both classification and feature extraction tasks.
Several feature learning techniques have been proposed in the literature, such as Principal Components Analysis (PCA) [15] , sparse coding [16] , sigmoid belief networks [17] or auto-encoders [18] . But these techniques still need to be supplemented with additional algorithms in order to perform the classification. Instead, the nature of Convolutional Neural Networks gives them the ability to bring both feature learning Fig. 4 . Example of CNN architecture for image recognition (each plane is a feature map). and classification tasks together (Fig. 3) . Therefore, we propose in this article a CNN-based model to detect faults in rotating machines.
CNNs for feature learning
CNNs have become one of the leading exponents of deep learning techniques, demonstrating great skill in feature learning. Fig. 4 shows the typical structure of a CNN model, consisting of three types of layers: convolutional, pooling, and fully connected layers. In the first place, there are the convolutional layers, whose role is to detect local conjunctions of features from the previous layers. So it is in these layers where feature learning resides. Then, they are followed by the pooling layers, which aim to merge semantically similar features together, thus reducing the dimensionality of the data and therefore the computational complexity of the model, as well as providing invariance to small shifts and distortions. Finally, there are the fully connected layers, which connect all the neurons in the previous layer to each of the neurons in the current layer in order to generate global semantic information.
By stacking several convolutional, pooling and fully connected layers, we obtain a compositional hierarchy, in which the higher level features are the composition of the lower level ones [14] . Accordingly, in images, local combinations of borders form motifs, motifs are assembled into parts, and parts form objects. In this way, CNNs perform high-level reasoning that allows them to successfully carry out the required task (image classification in Fig. 4 ). But CNNs are not only capable of detecting patterns in images. They have also proven successful in processing one-dimensional signals where, in a similar fashion as in 2D images, local combinations of components are hierarchically composed across layers to produce complex signal patterns, standing out in fields such as voice recognition [27] . It can therefore be assumed that this success could be transferred to other areas with similar signals and goals, as can be the detection of fault patterns in currents and vibrations coming from rotating machines. Fig. 4 also shows how the layers are made up of simpler units, commonly known as neurons. Each of these units has a weight and a bias, which are the parameters to be learned by the model according to the process detailed below.
Learning process
During the learning process (or training of the model), a set of input samples and their corresponding expected outputs is presented to the model. The error between the expected outputs and the actual outputs of the model is quantified in terms of an error measure, such as the categorical cross-entropy error, which is the most suitable for classification problems [42] , where it helps learning algorithms to converge faster. Gradient descent is then used to fit the learnable parameters of the model (weights and bias) so that the error is minimized [43] , computing the gradient by means of backpropagation [44] . The way in which the model transforms inputs into outputs depends on the nature of its layers, whose peculiarities are described below.
In fully connected layers, each unit computes a linear combination of the input to the unit followed by a non-linear activation function, which gives the model the flexibility to estimate complex relationships in the data. Accordingly, the output vector of the th layer (x ) is shown in (8) , where: is the activation function, x −1 is the input vector to the th layer, W is the matrix containing all the weights of the connections between − 1th and th layers, and b is the bias vector.
The difference with convolutional and pooling layers is that they are not fully connected (it can be seen in Fig. 4 ), which means that each unit in a layer does not receive incoming connections from all the units in the previous layer, but only from some of them. This allows each unit to specialize in only one region of the former layer. In this way, convolutional and pooling layers divide and model data into smaller parts [45] , preserving the spatial coherence of the data [19] and drastically reducing the number of operations to be performed, as well as the number of parameters to be learned. In convolutional layers, learnable parameters are organized as a set of filters that convolve over a multichannel input (for example, the combination of several vibration signals), resulting in a set of vectors called feature maps (9) . In this equation we see that the convolution ( * ) of the channel of the input x 
The subsampling operation is then performed on the pooling layer by means of a subsampling mask, which divides the input vector into patches and returns an aggregated value for each patch. The max pooling function [46] , which returns the maximum value of incoming data on each patch, is the most commonly used in CNNs.
Finally, it is worth mentioning the presence of the activation function ( ) in the transformations between all layers in the model. In the output layer, functions such as sigmoidal (two-class classifiers) and softmax (multi-class classifiers) are mainly used. In the other layers, the ReLU function [47] has become the default choice. This function allows networks to easily obtain sparse representations of the data, helps to alleviate the vanishing gradient problem and accelerates the convergence of learning [48] .
Proposed method
In this section we present the CNN architecture with which we approach the detection and diagnosis of faults in rotating machines. We also describe the working dataset on which this architecture has been tested.
Dataset
Our testing machine is shown in Fig. 5 . It is a 4kW induction motor with 6306-2Z/C3 bearings that rotates at 1500 rpm (25 Hz) with a supply frequency of 50 Hz. This machine has been subjected to seven different tests (Table 1) , for each of which three operating variables ( Table 2 ) have been measured during 4 seconds at a sampling frequency of 5000 Hz (4 s ⋅ 5000 Hz = 20000 samples per test). In order for the three variables to have the same range and also in order to make the training faster and reduce the chances of the learning algorithm to get stuck in local optima, we pre-process the resulting dataset according to standard practice: we normalize the raw data, by means of min-max scaling [49] with range [0, 1]; and then apply the windowing technique, with mean detrended windows [50] of 800 samples and no overlap.
CNN model
As described in Fig. 6 , the proposed CNN model determines the condition of the machine, at any instant , on the basis of an input vector containing machine operating data (current and vibration values). The input data vector ( ) has size ( , ), where is the number of samples in a window ( = 800) and is the number of channels in the data ( = 3, since we have information on three variables: , , ) ( Table 2 ). The model output ( ) is a vector of elements, which reports the probability of the input vector to match each of the possible machine states ( = 7, according to the seven tests performed) ( Table 1) .
To establish the correspondence between machine operating data and machine condition, we use the convolutional architecture shown in Fig. 7 , which performs both feature learning and classification. This model consists of a 3-channel input layer and an output layer with 7 units. Feature learning is performed by means of a convolutional layer with a 600-element 1D filter and a max-pooling layer with a 4-element subsampling mask. The learned features are then classified using a fully connected layer of 20 units. The softmax activation function is used in the output layer and the ReLU function in the other layers. Regarding the learning process, the model was trained for 100 epochs with minibatch gradient descent (40 examples per minibatch) [43] , using the categorical cross-entropy error and Adam optimizer [51] , which is widely used for deep learning tasks and highly recommended in the literature [43, 52, 53] . The working dataset was randomly divided into a training set (70%) and a test set (30%). The training set was used in this learning process and the test set was used to assess the performance of the model.
The tuning of all the model parameters mentioned above (convolutional filter size, subsampling mask size, number of fully connected layers, number of neurons in fully connected layers, number of epochs and minibatch size) is based on the testing of different configurations. As shown in Table 3 (3.2.1 Model tuning), the chosen configuration is the one that yielded the best results.
It should also be noted that this architecture has been implemented using Keras (with Tensorflow backend), which is an open source neural network library, widely used by the research community [54] . Hence, the proposed CNN model is described in Fig. 7 according to Keras/Tensorflow conventions.
Model tuning
The architecture of the proposed CNN model is defined by the size of the convolutional filter ( 1 ), the size of the subsampling mask ( 2 ), the number of fully connected layers ( 3 ), the number of neurons in fully connected layers ( 4 ), the number of epochs ( 5 ) and the size of the minibatch ( 6 ). As shown in Table 3 , we tested several configurations and chose the one that achieved the highest accuracy: (1). Although (2,6,11) configurations also yielded good results, they were discarded, as they led to more complex models, which required a greater number of parameters to be tuned and more time to complete the training.
Results
The purpose of the proposed system is to determine the operating condition of the machine on the basis of raw machine operating data. To this end, the CNN model extracts the relevant features from the data and performs the classification on them. The results of the classification and the features learned by the model are presented below. Fig. 8 shows the results of the classification in terms of the confusion matrix. Here we can see that the model determines the operating condition of the machine with a 100% accuracy for all classes in the training set, as well as in the test set, except for T4 class, where the rate drops to 90%. Therefore, the model achieves an accuracy of 100% in the training set and of 98% in the test set. Using different training and test sets, 
Classification results
Table 4
Performance results of the CNN model compared to other conventional classifiers, using random cross validation executed 5 times (we report the mean and standard deviation of all executions). the average performance of the model is of 100.00% ( = 0.00) accuracy in the training set and of 98.43% ( = 0.88) in the test set, as we see in Table 4 . In view of these results, we can assert that the proposed model solves the classification with a great performance.
Comparison with feature engineering classifiers
The performance of the model is compared with that of other classifiers based on manually engineered features. For this purpose, five representative features of the system have been extracted from data: rms value of and in the 20-30 Hz frequency band (1× machine rotational frequency, accounting for mechanical imbalances); rms value of and in the 95-105 Hz frequency band (2× machine supply frequency, regarding electrical imbalances); and rms value of in the 45-55 Hz frequency band (1× machine supply frequency, noting power supply imbalances). The classifiers proposed for comparison receive as input a vector with these five features and return as output the condition of the machine (Fig. 9) .
For an exhaustive comparison, several classifiers were used: (1) Multi-Layer Perceptron with 4 hidden layers of 20 neurons each; (2) SVC with linear kernel and penalty of the error term C = 1000; (3) SVC with polynomial kernel, degree = 3, C = 10 and kernel coefficient gamma = 10; (4) SVC with RBF kernel, C = 10 and gamma = 10; (5) RFC with max depth = 6. The performance of the CNN model and all of these classifiers is shown in Table 4 , in terms of the following metrics:
• Accuracy (ratio of correctly predicted observations to the total observations), precision (ratio of correctly predicted positive observa- tions to the total predicted positive observations), recall (ratio of correctly predicted positive observations to all observations in actual class) and f1-score (weighted average of precision and recall). These error measures can be calculated from the confusion matrix using the expressions (10)- (13), where: is the amount of true positive classifications, is the amount of true negative classifications, is the amount of false positive classifications and is the amount of false negative classifications.
• Number of parameters in the model, as an indicator of the computational complexity of the model. • And finally, the model is also evaluated in terms of online and offline performance. For this purpose, two times are measured: the time the model takes to complete the training and the time it takes to classify an incoming sample.
As we see in Table 4 , the CNN model achieves excellent results in all metrics derived from the confusion matrix: 98.43% accuracy, 98.40% precision, 98.40% recall and 98.40% f1-score. The table also shows that these results are comparable to those obtained using traditional classifiers. On the other hand, our model is the most complex, requiring a greater number of parameters to be tuned, and it is also the most computationally demanding, requiring more time both to complete the training and to classify an input sample.
However, the proposed CNN model proves to be able to classify the operating condition of the machine almost as successfully as conventional classifiers, even though it works in a less favourable context, without any machine information and learning by itself the relevant features to perform the classification. The consumption of resources, although the highest, is admissible and allows the machine to be monitored in real time.
Classification on a bearing fault dataset
As mentioned in Section 2.1, feature-engineered classifiers are highly problem-dependent and cannot be easily reused in new contexts. In order to assess the capability of the proposed system (feature-learning based) to monitor the condition of new machines, we evaluate its performance on another dataset [55] . It is a bearing fault dataset containing the radial vibration acceleration of a rotating machine, measured over three operating states along several conditions: 3 normal operation conditions at the same load, 10 outer race fault conditions at various loads and 7 inner race fault conditions at various loads (Table 5) . We randomly take this data to build our training and test sets, following the assumption of considering 1 normal operation, 3 outer race fault and 2 inner race fault conditions for the test set and the remaining conditions for the training set.
To test the system on this new data, we proceeded as described in Section 3: first, we normalized the dataset and used the windowing technique to pre-process the raw data; then, we trained the CNN model. This model has identical parameters (convolutional filter size, subsam- Fig. 10 . CNN model adapted to the new dataset. The batch dimension (number of samples in the dataset) is denoted as None, as it is not fixed. Table 6 Performance results of the CNN model for the two datasets, using random cross validation executed 5 times (we report the mean and standard deviation of all executions). pling mask size, number of fully connected layers, number of neurons in fully connected layers, number of epochs and minibatch size) and similar architecture to that proposed in Section 3.2. The differences lie in the number of channels of the input layer ( = 1 instead of = 3) and the number of units of the output layer ( = 3 instead of = 7) (Fig. 10) . The results of the classification are shown in Table 6 (B). Table 6 compares the classification of the two datasets used in this paper: (A) the original dataset, presented in Section 3.1 and based on which we designed the proposed system; (B) the new dataset, presented in this section. As we can see from the table, the system proves to be a good classifier in (B), although it is better in (A), which was expected, as the model parameters have been tuned to be used in (A). But it is remarkable the system's ability to classify the condition of a new rotating machine and to do so with high accuracy: 91.81% in the test set. In comparison, [56] proposes three classifiers (robust one-class SVM classifiers, feature engineering based) that achieve similar performance: 96%, 86% and 84% accuracy, considering as positive class the normal operation, the inner race fault and the outer race fault, respectively.
These results are evidence of the potential of feature learning, which in this case allows us to deal, using the same system, with two different machines and without the need for prior knowledge about them. 
Feature learning results
The convolutional layer of the model is tuned during the training phase in order to extract the relevant features from the input data. Fig. 11 shows the output vector of this layer for all samples in the dataset, where we can appreciate that vectors of each test present similar features. Therefore, the convolutional layer learns a representation of the input data that seems to help in discriminating the state of the rotating machine (it should be noted that the most confusing states appear to be T4/T5/T6, which is consistent with the confusion matrices in Fig. 8 , where we see that the model confuses samples from tests T4/T5). This layer consists of a single 3-channel convolutional filter which is responsible for transforming input data into feature vectors. To that end, the filter learns to enhance the harmonics with more information to the classification task, and hence its frequency response contains valuable information about the machine.
Once the training is finished, the convolutional filter is defined by three weight vectors, whose frequency representation reveals the features learned by the model. To transfer these weight vectors to the frequency domain, we use the FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) (14) , where represents the vector of weights and is the size of the filter ( = 600). According to this approach, we plot in Fig. 12 the frequency response of the filter learned by the CNN model, where each weight vector is related to a different input channel:
(horizontal acceleration), (vertical acceleration) and (phase R current).
This convolutional filter extracts the frequencies that are relevant to the classification task. Therefore, the weight vectors contain a great deal of information about the monitored machine and their analysis makes it possible to deduce constructional and operative parameters of the machine, as detailed below:
• In the channel (Fig. 13) we can identify the power supply frequency ( ) of the machine, which is the fundamental frequency of the filter. This shows that the CNN coherently identified the fundamental frequency as a relevant feature in discriminating the condition of the machine. We also observe harmonics of this frequency at 3 and 5 . • In the channel (Fig. 14) the power supply frequency is present again (2 ) , as well as other frequencies, such as the ball pass frequency of the outer race ( ) or the rotational speed of the machine ( ). They appear together in the shaded area in the figure, where there is a high-frequency modulation with sidebands, being the distance between the two carrier frequencies. • In the channel (Fig. 15) we can see the frequencies already mentioned (4 , ) and the ball pass frequency of the inner race ( ), which is present at both low and high frequency.
In short, the analysis of the convolutional filter concludes that: = 50 Hz, = 25 Hz, = 125 Hz and = 75 Hz. Therefore, the study of the features learned by the model provides a priori unknown information of the machine. Furthermore, on the basis of these operational parameters, it would be possible to deduce constructional parameters of the machine, such as the number of balls in the bearings ( ) or the ratio between ball and pitch diameters ( ∕ ). Using the expressions (4)- (7) we obtain a number of eight balls in the bear- 
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a CNN model for detection and diagnosis of faults in rotating machines, which classifies the state of the machine on the basis of raw machine operating data. This approach integrates the two blocks of traditional fault detection into a single learning body: feature extraction and classification. The model has the ability to learn the best representation of the input data (it learns to extract the optimal features) to perform the classification. This means a high level of generalization and eliminates the need for feature engineering, so no experience or prior knowledge of the machine is required.
The proposed system has been tested on vibration and current operating data of a rotating machine with seven possible states, comparing its performance with that of other classifiers based on manually engineered features (Multi-Layer Perceptron, Support Vector Classifier, Random Forest Classifier). The results indicate that our CNN model is capable of determining the condition of the machine with an accuracy of 98%, almost as accurately as conventional classifiers. Furthermore, the analysis of the features learned by the model reveals operative and constructional parameters of the machine, such as its rotational speed or the number of balls in the bearings. It can therefore be concluded that the proposed CNN model not only successfully classifies the operating condition without the need for prior knowledge of the machine, but also provides us with unknown information about it. Finally, the proposed system has also reported good classification performance on a bearing fault dataset from another machine, thus demonstrating it can be successfully used in the monitoring of other rotating machines.
In view of these good results, we will keep exploring the potential of deep convolutional neural networks, with particular emphasis on the analysis of the features learned by the convolutional layers. On that topic, we have experimentally shown in this paper that the optimal solutions to the classification problem result in convolutional filters whose frequency responses reflect the relevance of the harmonics that contain more information for the classification task. Here we have proposed a model with one convolutional layer containing one convolutional filter, which extracts high level features, of easy interpretation. In deeper and more complex CNN models, with a greater number of convolutional layers and filters per layer, the learned features conform a compositional hierarchy and their interpretation may become harder. The impact of the deep model architecture on the interpretability of the learned features is not an obvious question. It is an open problem, which will be the topic of our future work.
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